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Introduction 
 

According to historic reports, streaked horned larks formerly occupied the entirety of 

lowland Oregon and Washington west of the Cascades, from the Rogue River Valley in 

the south to extreme southern British Columbia in the north.  From published accounts, it 

is certain that an extensive range retraction has occurred in the last century.  It is assumed 

by nearly all concerned that a concomitant decrease in population size has occurred, 

although no estimates of range-wide populations before range contraction are available.  

Pearson and Altman (2005) estimated the global population at fewer than 1000 birds; the 

survey data to which they had access, however, were very preliminary for Oregon.  On 

the strength of the above information, Eremophila alpestris strigata (hereafter strigata) 

has been designated a candidate species for placement on the Federal Endangered Species 

List. 

 

The vast majority of this species’ core range is privately owned and unavailable for 

conservation management, at least in the short term.  Because private participation in 

habitat management will likely be small-scale and potentially short-term, initial 

management efforts for strigata will likely be focused on public lands.  There is great 

potential to establish a self-sustaining, permanent, core population of strigata on publicly 

owned land in the Willamette Valley. 

 

The following details an effort to catalog existing lark populations on several parcels 

of federal, state, and municipal land in the Willamette Valley (Fig. 1).  Although this 



report was created to specifically detail the results of 2007 surveys undertaken with 

USFWS funds, identical information from 2006 and 2008 surveys is included in order to 

provide information on the temporal variation in the surveyed populations.  Discussion of 

the potential contribution of each of the surveyed sites to streaked horned lark 

conservation is included, as well as a preliminary analysis of habitat structure in occupied 

breeding habitat.  Discussion of knowledge gaps in strigata’s distribution and abundance 

is included in the concluding remarks.



 
 

Figure 1-  Parcels of federal and municipal land surveyed during breeding seasons 2006-
2008 in Oregon’s Willamette Valley.  Black circles represent municipal airports, 
yellow circles represent other municipal lands, blue circles represent national 
wildlife refuges, white circles represent state land, and red circles represent 
Wetland Reserve Program restoration sites.  A summary of distribution on all 
surveyed parcels is presented in Table 1.



Methods 
 

Populations at all sites were exhaustively surveyed in 2006 through 2008 via walking 

transect.  During late April and early May, sites were pre-surveyed for structurally 

suitable habitat [the term “suitable” is used throughout this report to describe habitat in 

which larks commonly breed in the valley; see Robinson & Moore (2004) for 

descriptions of structurally suitable habitat for this species].  During the period 10 May to 

30 June (which corresponds to peak breeding activity), an observer walked transects 

between 0500 and 1300, making sure to pass within 200m of all points in potentially 

occupied habitat.  This method greatly increases the detectability of territorial larks in 

large agricultural fields (as compared to point count or other passive sampling methods) 

by increasing the frequency with which birds are detected visually, by increasing the 

probability of identifiable vocalization by resident larks that commonly respond to the 

presence of a moving observer vocally, and often by simply increasing the size of the 

sampled area.  At sites with multiple territories, the method also allows superior 

distinction between individual territorial males by allowing the observer to center 

him/herself  in one territory while surveying surrounding areas; in essence, helping to 

keep track of larks spatially in a landscape that often has very few distinguishing 

characteristics.  The observer recorded location of all territorial larks detected during 

these transect passes with a handheld GPS unit.  If it could not be determined with 

reasonable certainty that a male had not been counted previously, that territory was 

removed from the survey results.  This conservative approach means that territory 

numbers reported herein should be considered minimum estimates.  Potentially occupied 



habitat at many of the surveyed sites, however, is typically nearly devoid of vegetation, 

making detection quite straightforward.  More thickly vegetated areas were visited at 

least twice to increase probability of detecting less obvious territorial males. 

 

Distribution on Federal Land 
  

Preliminary information gathered during the 2005 breeding season showed that 

Ankeny, Baskett Slough, and Finley NWR’s typically hold small to medium-sized 

breeding populations of strigata.  Because of their sizes, their charter purpose, and their 

landscape settings, these three large refuges hold great promise for long-term lark habitat 

management.     

 

Surveyed federal lands were limited to Ankeny, Baskett Slough, and William L. 

Finley National Wildlife Refuges.  Annual distribution of territorial males on these 3 

refuges is shown in figures 2-8.  The important common features of the refuge breeding 

populations are their numerical stability and their use of areas of cultivated grass fields 

damaged by wintering Canada and cackling geese.  As in other agricultural habitats, 

agricultural management practices on the refuges also play an important role in the 

creation and maintenance of occupied lark habitat. 

 

Wetland Reserve Program (WRP) and mitigation restoration projects were considered 

federal land for the purposes of this report, and survey results for those areas are listed in  

this section.   



 

Ankeny NWR 
 

Ankeny consistently has the smallest breeding population of the 3 refuges at 1 to 5 

pairs (Fig. 2).  The single pair recorded in 2007 likely reflected the relatively minor goose 

damage in the refuge’s interior fields during winter of that year, resulting in minimal area 

of suitable lark habitat for the entire refuge.  The consistently low lark numbers at 

Ankeny may reflect the landscape setting in which it sits.  The refuge is criss-crossed by 

corridors and rows of tall trees, and is tucked in between the riparian corridor of the 

Willamette River to the west and forested hills to the east (Fig. 2).  These factors may 

detract from the suitability of individual refuge fields as breeding habitat.  Ephemeral 

suitable fields may also be colonized more slowly because the refuge is not close to any 

very large expanses of treeless, flat agricultural habitat (Fig. 1) which may act as a source 

of immigrants. 

 

Baskett Slough NWR 
 

The number of territorial male larks at Baskett Slough NWR has been remarkably 

consistent at 18-20 pairs (Figs. 3 and 4), even though distribution of breeding larks there 

is the most variable of the 3 refuges.  Baskett Slough is situated in the most open 

landscape setting of the 3 refuges, a fact which makes almost all properly structured 

habitat on the refuge potentially suitable.  Likely also a function of this open landscape 

setting, goose damage varies spatially at Baskett Slough, and as a result, so do 

agricultural management practices.  Because of these factors, larks breed almost 



anywhere in the lower elevations of the refuge when damage or management has created 

substantial areas of bare ground that persist through June. 

 

Finley NWR 
 

The number of territorial male larks at Finley NWR varied from 15 to 22 pairs over 

the 3 survey seasons (Figs. 6-8).  Unlike Baskett Slough, the bulk of the population at 

Finley is always confined to two fields (12 and 8, Figs. 8 and A2).  This field complex is 

the largest contiguous block of habitat available to foraging geese on the refuge, and is 

consistently nearly denuded of vegetation in winter.  Field 31 (~32 ha) is currently being 

restored to wet and upland prairie, and in 2007 and 2008  attracted 2 pairs of breeding 

larks to areas of sparse vegetation, the growth of which had been retarded by pooling 

winter/spring rains (Fig. A1). 

 

Blue Camas WRP 
 

Created in 2005, this ~32 ha. restoration project consists of 4 seasonal wetlands 

surrounded by upland prairie and crop grasses.  In 2006, territorial male larks used parts 

of each of the 4 wetland and surrounding upland areas that were sparsely vegetated due to 

restoration activities (Fig. 8).  In 2007, the upland areas had become much too densely 

vegetated for larks, and because 3 of the 4 wetlands are too small to provide enough pond 

shore (created by receding pond water in spring/summer) for a breeding territory, only 

the largest wetland was used by a single pair of larks in that year.  By early May, this 

largest wetland exposes enough sparsely vegetated land area through 



evaporative/infiltrative water loss to supply area sufficient for 1 territory.  In 2008, this 

was again the only occupied territory on the WRP. 

 

Evergreen Mitigation Wetland 
 

This ~32 ha. wetland restoration project lies 4 km. northwest of the main runways at 

the Corvallis Airport.  It consists of restored seasonal wetlands surrounded by upland and 

wet prairie.  There were 2 pairs present in early June 2007 (Fig. 9), when vegetation was 

slowly filling in relatively large areas of bare ground left from early spring restoration 

activities.  By May 2008, there were 4 pairs making use of all available bare ground 

patches left by receding winter rain water; much of what had been sparsely vegetated 

regenerating prairie in 2006 had matured to the point of unsuitability by this time.   All 

but one of these pairs remained through July, adjusting their distribution to coincide with 

shifting patches of sparse vegetation that followed water evaporation/infiltration.   

 

MDAC Farms WRP 
 

MDAC farms is a 242+ ha. wetland restoration project in southern Linn Co.  

Although this restoration project only hosted 1 pair of larks in May of 2007, it had risen 

in rank to the second largest population in the world 1.5 months later, and rivaled the 

largest population (Corvallis Airport) by breeding season 2008.   The single pair of larks 

in May 2007 held territory on the gravel access road that splits the property (Fig. 10) 

because established annual and perennial crop grass was unsuitably dense.  Following an 

early June 2007 controlled burn designed to remove crop grass, no fewer than 30 pairs of 



larks had established territories on this parcel (Figs. 10, A6, and A7), demonstrating that 

horned larks readily shift territories within breeding seasons as well as between them.  

These birds bred successfully and remained throughout the rest of the breeding season.  

In the 2008 breeding season, almost the entire available land area (seasonal wetland 

scrapes had been created between breeding seasons 2007 and 2008, Fig. 11) of this WRP 

was still without significant vegetation, and was almost uniformly occupied by 75 

territorial males, most of which were paired (Fig. 11).  By 1 June, invasive forbs had 

densely vegetated much of the available bare ground, and many pairs shifted territories to 

take advantage of the increasingly large areas of exposed lakeshore created by 

evaporative/infiltrative water loss.  The areas of thick vegetation were used again in July 

and August after June herbicide applications which reopened sizable patches of bare 

ground.   

 

Distribution on Municipal Land 
 

Lark surveys were conducted on municipal lands at 5 Willamette Valley airports and 

several municipal properties of the Cities of Corvallis and Portland that were known or 

suspected to have existing lark populations.   

 

With the exception of the municipal airports, methods were as described above.  Of 

the 5 municipal airport surveys, only that of the Corvallis Airport should be considered 

complete; airport security measures prevented full access to Portland International, 

Eugene, McMinnville Municipal, and Salem Airports.  The perimeter areas of these 



airports were surveyed by walking transect from outside airport boundary markers, 

mostly from boundary roads.  The interior of Portland International Airport was 

informally surveyed by airport wildlife staff during the course of their daily activities, 

and the interior of Salem Municipal Airport surveyed by Dr. David Craig (Willamette 

University ornithologist) and field assistants during the course their 2007 field work 

there. 

 

Portland 
 

Portland International Airport 
 

PDX apparently has a small but potentially growing number of breeding strigata.    

Potentially suitable habitat exists along the main runways and at the SW Quad, a 30+ ha 

parcel of deposited dredge material that may eventually be used for airport expansion.    

In all 3 years, the author conducted surveys around the airport’s perimeter fence and 

within the SW Quad, which was covered 3 times because of it’s size and relatively thick 

vegetation.  Because he did not have security clearance to operate inside the airport 

boundary fence, informal surveys were conducted by several of the airport’s wildlife 

technicians who drove the interior roads and runways daily (multiple times) in the course 

of their duties.   

 

In 2006 and 2007, no breeding larks were detected anywhere on the airport grounds.  

This was somewhat surprising given the apparently good habitat structure and landscape 

setting of the SW Quad, and the proximity to an established breeding population that uses 



similar dredge material habitat (see below).  In 2008, the SW Quad was colonized by 2 

breeding pairs and 1 territorial male, and 1 pair was found within the perimeter fence on 

the airport’s northern edge (Fig. 12 and A8); this pair was photographed with fledged 

young by airport staff. 

 

Rivergate 
 

This 40+ ha dredge material field was surveyed annually from 2005-2008.  The 

breeding population here has varied (6-19 pairs, Figs. 13-15) with successional stage of 

the sparse vegetation that grows on the nutrient-poor soil, and with the loss of habitat area 

to development. 

 

Because the field was graded in the winter of 2005, there was only very sparse 

regrowth of vegetation by mid-Spring, resulting in very good habitat structure and 19 

breeding pairs.  Vegetation was noticeably thicker in 2006, with much of the field 

dominated by Trifolium arvense (and other larger forbs in places) to the point that these 

areas were too thick for use by breeding larks, and occupancy dropped to 6 pairs (Fig. 

13).  2007 saw a resurgence to 14 pairs as a result of an early March grading which reset 

succession back to almost bare sand (Fig. A9).   At the end of this breeding season, 

construction began on the Rivergate Corporate Center which now occupies ~9 ha.  With 

this habitat conversion and the associated construction disturbance, breeding occupancy 

fell to 7 pairs in 2008.  



 
St. John’s Landfill 
 

Two km. from the Rivergate site described above, the decommissioned and reclaimed 

 St. John’s Landfill is an 81+ ha. hilly grassland in western Portland.  It is contiguous 

with Smith and Bybee Wetlands Natural Area and is one of the largest blocks of 

undeveloped land in the Portland Metropolitan area.  In Fall of 2007, 2 ha. of the flattest 

portion of the landfill (Fig. 16) was covered with dredge material in an effort to create 

streaked horned lark breeding habitat that might supplement the habitat being lost to 

development at Rivergate.  The author and landfill biologists detected no larks in the 

project’s first breeding season.  The habitat, however, was suitable only until late May; 

seeds of large shrubby annuals (presumably present in the dredge material) germinated in 

spring 2007, which resulted in vegetation density and height unsuitable for lark habitat.  

 

South of Portland 
 

McMinnville Municipal Airport 
 

Larks have been known breeders in and around this medium-sized municipal airport 

for at least 4 years (as reported by local amateur ornithologists).  Larks were recorded 

here in 2006, but no formal survey was conducted in that year.  In 2007, 4 territorial male 

larks were detected on or around the grounds (Fig. 17).  Surveys were conducted from 

accessible boundary areas and from the public glider port located in the southeast corner 

of the airport grounds.  Although much of the airport area was inaccessible, it is unlikely 

that there were substantially more territories than were recorded, as the largest open 



spaces at the airport were thickly and uniformly covered in a crop of 1m tall perennial rye 

grass (marked A and B in Fig. 17).  The unidentified crop grass in the perimeter fields 

was also unsuitably dense and tall.  The suitability of the habitat structure along the main 

runways is unknown; the author is currently seeking permission from airport 

administrators to survey the airport’s interior in subsequent seasons. 

 

Salem Municipal Airport 
 

 The author did not have full access to this airfield in 2007.  Dr. David Craig of 

Willamette University and his assistants conducted field work inside the perimeter fence 

at Salem Municipal during the breeding seasons of 2005 through 2008.  In all years, Dr. 

Craig estimates no more than 4 breeding pairs concentrated at the southern end of the 

airport in an area with many small dirt track roads and some earth moving activity.  In 

2007, one of these territorial males was detected during the survey along perimeter roads.  

This male was the only lark detected during surveys from Airway Dr. SE, Turner Rd. SE, 

and Mission Rd. SE (the entire perimeter of the airport that was within detection distance 

of suitable habitat). 

 

Corvallis Airport 
 

The Corvallis Airport consistently hosts the largest breeding population of strigata in 

the world (between 75 and 102 pairs annually.  There is permanently suitable habitat 

along the runways and perimeter roads that hosts 40-50 pairs each year (Fig. A3), and 

which is maintained by past (gravel application to runway margins) and current (mowing 



and herbicide application) airport management activities.  The size of the remaining 

population depends upon the successional stage and health of the grass crop that is grown 

on the great majority of the airport’s area.  When agricultural fields have very young, 

patchy, or unhealthy grass crops with a significant bare ground component (Figs. A4 and 

A5), these areas are usually occupied to capacity (Fig. 19).  When these fields contain 

more mature and/or healthy grass crops, territories in these fields are reduced in number 

and confined to seasonal wetlands if winter rains have been heavy enough to drown 

emergent vegetation.    

 

Grass crops in 2006 were healthy and mature, leaving little agricultural habitat in that 

year.  At 75, the 2006 lark population was the smallest of the 3 survey years (Fig. 18).  

Fields marked A and B in Figure 17 were prepared for a new crop in 2007, resulting in 

habitat that was hardpan completely devoid of live vegetation (fields B and C, Fig. 19) or 

mostly bare ground with a uniform cover of emerging broadleaf weeds (field A, Fig. 19).  

The breeding larks attracted to these habitats, most of them in field A, were responsible 

for the increase to 102 pairs in 2007.  In 2008, the grass crop in field A had increased in 

density and height to the point of unsuitability (except for the previously mentioned 

seasonal wetlands) while the crop in field B matured patchily and in very low density 

(Fig. 21), resulting in suitable habitat that was occupied for the entire breeding season.   

Field C matured uniformly on all but its extreme western edge, which was similar in 

structure to field B and was occupied season-long.  This mixed bag of suitable 

agricultural habitat yielded 80 total airport territories, more than 2006 and its relative lack 

of agricultural habitat, but fewer than 2007 with its glut of available agricultural habitat.  



 

 
 
Herbert Open Space 
 

This 89 ha. City of Corvallis green space consists of open farmland ~1.5 km. from the 

Corvallis Airport’s main runway (Fig. 22).  Habitat structure at this agricultural site (it is 

leased to local farmers presently) is such that the only suitable habitat is along the gravel 

access road and its perpendicular drainage ditch (Fig. 22).  The one pair of breeding larks 

present during all breeding surveys (2006-2008) claimed parts of the road and drainage 

ditch as breeding territory.  

 

Owens Open Space 
 

 This 53 ha. agricultural open space of the City of Corvallis was surveyed only in 

2007, and had no breeding larks in that year.  Habitat was mostly unsuitably dense grass 

crop with a bisecting gravel access road. 

 

Eugene Airport 
 

The author did not have full access to this airfield in 2007.  Surveys were conducted 

along the perimeter fence bordering Green Hill Rd. on the airport’s eastern edge.  Four 

territorial males were detected in 2007 (Fig. 23), all of them in the narrow strip of habitat 

between the perimeter fence and the interior perimeter road where depressions gather 

water in winter, retarding growth of spring vegetation.    



 

Distribution on State Land 
 

 Hyslop Field Agricultural Research Station is operated by Oregon State 

University’s Department of Crop and Soil Science.  This facility consists of multiple 6 ac. 

research plots interspersed among gravel access roads, and is host to 3 to 4 pairs of larks 

annually (Fig. 24).   Larks mostly utilize field access roads and their weedy shoulders, but 

will include sparsely vegetated research plots in their territories. 

 

Habitat Structure and Succession 
 

 During the course of surveys, observers measured habitat structure at each site to 

which we had open access.  We made estimates of percent cover of bare ground, grass 

cover, forb cover, and vegetation taller than 5 cm using the point quadrat method (see 

Robinson 1955).  Areas of lark activity were delineated using surveyors’ flags during 

survey visits.  We then collected data from at least three randomly selected sampling 

points from within the defined areas.  Results are listed in Table 2. 

 

It became apparent quite early in the survey effort that estimating the value of 

habitat structure variables during one site visit would result in data of limited use.  

Breeding habitat structure changes dramatically over short time periods during the 

growing season (Fig. A1) such that even rough estimates of ground cover are misleading 

without some measure of the temporal variation of the values.  Results are therefore 

broken down into 2 categories: fields or management units that underwent no succession 



after survey, and those that did.  Each site listed in the “without succession” column of 

Table 2 was occupied for the entirety of the breeding season, and the listed estimates did 

not change.  In general, this translates to agricultural fields and/or airport management 

units (runway margins, etc.) that were either completely denuded of vegetation before the 

breeding season began, or those in which herbicide application or some other disturbance 

arrested succession by killing standing vegetation.  Each site listed in the “with 

succession” column of Table 2 underwent sometimes dramatic successional change over 

the course of the breeding season; these sites were occupied when estimates for these 

structural variables were both higher and lower than reported.   

 

 Within-season variation in the value of these estimates creates problems in 

drawing inference from them.  There are, however, a few noteworthy patterns that 

emerge from these data: 

 

• There is always a bare ground component to occupied streaked horned lark habitat, 

although the amount of bare ground varies significantly. 

• Larks do not appear to be as sensitive to the general botanical composition of their 

territories as they are to habitat structure.  Agricultural fields with a sparse growth of 

monotypic crop grass (Figs. A2 and A6) can be quite densely populated, as can fields 

with a mix of crop grasses and diverse annual forbs (Fig. A4). 

• Although completely denuded fields are used by larks in some circumstances, there 

appears to be a strong preference for habitat with a mix of bare ground and annual 

vegetation.  When both habitat types were located side-by-side at the Corvallis 



Airport in 2007, the habitat with an annual component was much more densely 

occupied than the denuded fields (Fig. 19). 

 

Towards a self-sustaining population of streaked horned larks:  conservation 
potential of publicly owned land 

 

In order to contribute maximally to a stable, self-sustaining population of strigata in 

the Willamette Valley, a breeding site must have 4 characteristics: it must be located in 

the proper landscape context, it must contain large, contiguous patches of properly 

structured habitat, its charter purpose must allow for wildlife conservation management, 

and it must be available for long-term management.  Table 3 shows a subjective 

assessment of conservation potential with respect to these characteristics for all of the 

federal, state, and municipal parcels surveyed for this report.  I created an assessment 

scale for the 4 characteristics listed above: poor, medium, good, and excellent; scored 1-

4, respectively.  Scores for a site were summed across the 4 characteristics, with higher 

scores denoting greater potential to support a stable, self-sustaining population of 

streaked horned larks. 

 

Details of this assessment are given below, with surveyed sites grouped by score.   

 

Score ≥14 

The 3 Mid-Valley Refuges, Corvallis Municipal Airport and MDAC Farms  
 



The 3 mid-valley refuges differ only in the excellent landscape setting in which 

Baskett Slough sits, setting it slightly apart from Finley and Ankeny in terms of 

conservation potential.  Each of them is excellent with respect to all of the other 

characteristics.  It is difficult to overstate the potential for Baskett Slough to increase its 

populations of strigata.  Even though it is the smallest of the 3 refuges, virtually none of 

its fields would fail to provide quality breeding habitat if managed properly.  It is 

apparently in close proximity to a robust population in the surrounding agricultural lands, 

and like the Corvallis Airport, good quality habitat will likely be occupied immediately 

and to capacity.   

 

With moderate effort, these 3 refuges can form the backbone of a core, self-sustaining 

population of strigata; a more realistic goal here than anywhere else in the valley because 

it may actually complement the primary mission of goose conservation on the refuges.  It 

should be possible to implement a field-specific conservation strategy that enhances 

breeding habitat for strigata while providing quality winter and spring habitat for Canada 

and cackling geese.  At other sites, management for lark habitat will likely require a 

degree of sacrifice of these sites’ current primary goals. 

 

The Corvallis Airport scored high (14) for an airport, most of which scored in the 8-

10 range.  These low scores were mainly due to the difficulty in arranging lark 

management with entities that are not only generally unconcerned with conservation of 

(especially flying) wildlife, but often have a overtly antagonistic relationship with it.  

Corvallis Airport is quite different from other area airports in this regard for three 



reasons: larks do not pose as much of a threat to planes at the Corvallis Airport because 

of the nature of its air traffic (mostly piston driven aircraft), the City of Corvallis is 

relatively proactive in its desire to preserve open spaces and wildlife where possible, and 

efforts are underway to construct an airport management plan that will benefit strigata 

and simultaneously mitigate some of the worst wildlife threats to aviation.  If a candidate 

conservation agreement can be negotiated with the City of Corvallis for conservation 

activities at the airport, the value of management on refuge lands is increased 

dramatically.  Aside from the fact that the airport is arguably the most important site for 

conservation of strigata simply by virtue of the size of the resident population, it also 

occupies a very strategic location between Ankeny/Baskett Slough to the north and 

Finley to the south.  Ensuring maintenance of a strong source population between 

managed refuge populations will be a major step toward buffering strigata from 

extinction in the core of its range. 

 

 MDAC Farm received 14 pts. (Table 3)  mostly on the strength of its proven 

ability to provide breeding habitat to large numbers of strigata, and its location in a 

landscape that hosts a robust enough population to provide 30+ colonizing pairs within 2 

weeks.  The only reason it did not score higher is that management activities planned for 

the WRP will almost certainly reduce the area of suitable habitat by breeding season 

2009, and because the length of the lease agreement is not known.  But because it will 

also certainly retain enough good quality habitat in ensuing breeding seasons to host a 

substantial number of breeding larks (as lakeshore is exposed during the course of the 

summer), and because it too occupies a valuable strategic position (there is no other 



protected habitat in this corner of the valley) in an excellent landscape setting, MDAC 

Farm should be considered a priority for lark habitat management. 

 
 
Score 10 to 13 
 
Portland International Airport, St. John’s Landfill, Blue Camas WRP, Evergreen 
Mitigation Wetland, Herbert Open Space 
 

Portland International Airport scored the highest (13) in this second tier grouping 

because it is, uniquely among the airports, virtually assured of receiving consistent 

management that will benefit larks, possibly for the next two decades.  The SW Quad has 

the greatest potential to host a substantial number of breeding larks; the area near active 

runways inside the perimeter fence is almost uniformly too thickly vegetated to provide 

good quality habitat.  Although it is the Port of Portland’s stated policy not to encourage 

listed species to occupy Port property, the quad receives grading at regular intervals in 

winter to discourage use by wintering geese.  This management practice usually results in 

quite good early season breeding habitat similar to that found at the Rivergate site, and 

the quad was occupied for the first time in three years of surveying following such a 

grading event in winter of 2007.  A sound conservation strategy may be as simple as 

working with the Port to schedule regular grading if it is not to occur in any given winter 

for some reason, and to then monitor territories so that nests can be protected from 

predation/destruction.  Adult horned larks are especially philopatric after a successful 

breeding season, and if second year birds also return to their natal area to breed, it would 

be quite easy to increase the population at the SW Quad with minimal input of effort and 

funds.  Stabilizing this population has special significance, since loss of the populations 



at Portland International and Rivergate will widen the geographic gap between the 

Columbia River Basin/Puget Trough/Pacific Coast populations and the nearest 

populations in the Willamette Valley.  Although the effect of this potential separation is 

unknown, it will certainly not increase connectivity of these groups that have potential 

genetic diversity problems (Drovetski et al. 2006). 

 

St. John’s Landfill would have scored slightly higher had it not been for the 

financial barrier to creating more than the present 5 acres of dredge material habitat there 

(responsible for the score of ‘minimal’ for potential habitat, Table 3).  This small parcel 

cost well over $100,000 to create, and until a less expensive way is found to move the 

large quantities of required sand, Portland Metro is unlikely to undertake expansion of the 

project.  The idea of expansion is still well worth pursuing, as the landfill represents one 

of the last and largest blocks of  municipal land that is relatively safe from development 

in Portland, and one that is currently adjacent to the last known substantive breeding 

population of strigata in Multnomah County.   

 

Although Blue Camas WRP, Evergreen Mitigation Wetland, and Herbert Open 

Space scored relatively high in the conservation assessment, they all have problems that 

should make them subordinate to the sites above in any competition for lark management 

resources.  Blue Camas and Evergreen are both unlikely to offer much more habitat area 

than is present now because their current management schemes do not focus on creating 

lark habitat (and are unlikely to change); that habitat which is present now is 

serendipitous and does not host enough breeding larks to make the sites conservation 



priorities.  With ~32 ha. of manageable land currently in grass production, Herbert Open 

Space has much better potential to dramatically increase area devoted to lark 

management.  Given the sacrifices that will be required to manage the lark population at 

the nearby Corvallis Airport, the City of Corvallis is not likely to pursue additional long-

term lark management at Herbert Open Space.  The FAA also discourages management 

for wildlife within 5 km. of any active runway used mainly by piston driven aircraft, and 

Herbert is only ~1.5 km. from the Corvallis Airport.   

 

Score <10 
 
The Remaining Airports, Owens Open Space, Hyslop Field, and Rivergate  
 

 Because of the unlikelihood of being able to convince administrators of the 

remaining sites that habitat management for strigata is a worthwhile endeavor, spending 

time and/or resources pursuing lark management at those sites that scored less than 10 in 

the conservation assessment is not recommended unless conservation opportunities 

unique to those sites become available.  Considering that time and resources will likely 

be limiting in the pursuit of streaked horned lark conservation, efforts should be focused 

on the sites scoring 10 or higher. 

 

Knowledge Gaps 
 

 The information presented in this report, combined with information generated by 

WDFW’s work on the dredge material islands of the Columbia River, greatly solidifies 

our knowledge strigata’s distribution on public lands in Oregon.  Improvements can be 



made to the quality of the data from Willamette Valley airports, but because this is 

unlikely to contribute meaningfully to the conservation of streaked horned larks, it should 

not be considered an immediate priority.  There are two significant gaps left in 

knowledge of strigata’s presence on public lands in Oregon; the distribution on land 

administered by the Army Corps of Engineers around Fern Ridge Reservoir in Lane 

County, and distribution on the grounds of the Rogue Valley International Airport in 

Jackson County.  Gathering data on the former is important because Lane County has no 

known robust (≥20 pairs) populations of strigata; manageable federal land in this corner 

of the Willamette Valley could hold great conservation potential.  Data on the latter 

should be considered a very high priority, as the Rogue Valley population of strigata is 

(was?) highly disjunct, suggesting the possibility that it is (was?) even more 

phylogenetically distinct than northern subpopulations. 

 

 Our knowledge of strigata’s distribution and abundance on private lands in 

Oregon is weak.  Because private landowners are going to have to play an important role 

in the conservation of Oregon’s streaked horned larks (and other prairie species), and 

because solid distribution/abundance data is required to make sound management 

decisions, this is a relatively major obstacle in effective long-term conservation of 

strigata in Oregon. 

 
Summary 
 

• See Table 1 for summary of distribution and abundance on public lands in the 

Willamette Valley. 



• Breeding habitat is characterized by open landscapes and a variable component of 

bare ground; sparse vegetation is not required but apparently desirable.  On Oregon 

public lands, this means various arrangements of agricultural fields (e.g., Fig. A4), 

airport or industrial properties managed for sparse, low vegetation (e.g., Fig A3), and 

the exposed flats of both agricultural and restored seasonal wetlands (e.g., Fig A1). 

• Existing first tier priority management targets are the 3 mid-valley refuges (with 

emphasis on Baskett Slough), Corvallis Municipal Airport, and MDAC Farms WRP; 

existing second tier priorities are Multnomah County’s Portland International Airport 

and St. John’s Landfill. 

• Other large Wetland Reserve Program restoration projects should involve 

management for strigata from the planning stages.  The habitat larks use in seasonal 

wetlands is probably that which the species used most commonly in the pre- 

European settlement Willamette Valley. 
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Figure 2-  Location of streaked horned lark territories, Ankeny NWR, breeding seasons 2006-2008.  Squares showing any yellow 

represent 2006 territories (5), the square with horizontal hatching marks only (1) territory present in 2007, and squares with 
vertical hatching mark 2008 territories (5).  Thin yellow lines are the boundaries of the refuge and its management units.



 
 
 
Figure 3-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (18), Baskett Slough NWR, breeding season 2006.  Thin yellow lines are the 

boundaries of the refuge and its management units.; note that 5 territories marked on the western side of the refuge are on 
private property.



 
 
Figure 4-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (20), Baskett Slough NWR, breeding season 2007.  Thin yellow lines are the 

boundaries of the refuge and its management units.  Note the shift (from 2006, Fig. 3) from areas in the north refuge to 
areas along the southern border that suffered heavy goose damage during the preceding winter.
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Figure 5-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (15), W. L. Finley NWR, breeding season 2006.  Thin yellow lines are the 

boundaries of the refuge and its management units.  All territories were confined to fields 20 and 12. 
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Figure 6-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (21), W. L. Finley NWR, breeding season 2007.  Thin yellow lines are the 

boundaries of the refuge and its management units.  All territories were confined to fields 31 (north) and 12/8 (south).  The 
shift to use of field 8 was mediated by moderate to heavy goose damage during winter 2006-2007 (as was the heavier use 
of field 12), and to use of field 31 by creation of vernal pool structures in an ongoing prairie restoration project there. 
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Figure 7-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (22), W. L. Finley NWR, breeding season 2007.  Thin yellow lines are the 

boundaries of the refuge and its management units.



 
 
 
Figure 8-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (1 to 4), Blue Camas WRP, breeding seasons 2006-2008.  Territories with any 

orange were present in 2006 when restoration activities resulted in the exposure of substantial bare ground in the upland 
areas surrounding wetland scrapes.  The vertically striped territory was present in all 3 breeding seasons, as this wetland 
provides enough exposed mudflat through the course of a breeding season to provide habitat for one pair of larks.  Yellow 
lines delineate the landowner’s property boundary.



 
 
 
Figure 9-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (2-4), Evergreen mitigation wetland, breeding seasons 2007-2008.  Only the 2 

vertically hatched territories were present in 2006; all 4 territories were occupied in 2008.  Note that the aerial photo was 
taken before restoration activities began in 2005-2006; there are two permanent wetlands that vary in size seasonally 
approximately depicted by the yellow dashed lines.  The remainder of the property is upland and wet prairie that varies a 
great deal in vegetation density.



 
 
 
Figure 10-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (30), MDAC Farms WRP, breeding season 2007.  These 30 pairs colonized 

the field between 11 and 27 June when the crop grass that had rendered the field unsuitable for larks was burnt during 
restoration efforts.  These birds bred successfully in the field and remained until August.  Note that density is highest in 
southeastern corner, where the perennial rye crop burned only incompletely, leaving low tufted remains interspersed in bare 
ground (Fig. ).  The white territory marker on the gravel access road shows the location of the lone pair resident in May 
2007.
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Figure 11-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (75), MDAC Farms WRP, breeding season 2008.  Yellow lines denote the 

WRP boundaries and management units within the WRP.  Objects labeled FWM are seasonal freshwater marshes.  Almost 
the entire 182+ ha. of land area was bare ground at the start of the 2008 breeding season, and was almost uniformly 
occupied.  Notice that the most densely occupied region at the end of the 2007 (the area showing concentric harvest lanes 
in the SE corner) breeding season was the most sparsely occupied during 2008, the result of regrowth of crop grass that was 
not completely killed by the 2007 burn.



 
 
 
 
Figure 12-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (4), Portland International Airport, breeding season 2008.  Although habitat in 

the SW Quad has been good for at least 3 years, 2008 was the first season that paired territorial males were confirmed 
there.  The territory at upper right fledged at least 2 young.



 
 
 
 
Figure 13-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (19-6), Rivergate, Port of Portland, breeding seasons 2005-2006.  All 

territories were present in 2005.  Because of successional changes in habitat structure, only yellow territories were present 
in 2006.



 
 
 
 
Figure 14-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (14), Rivergate, Port of Portland, breeding season 2007.  Construction workers 

disked the field in March to prevent larks from breeding, but the management action had opposite the intended effect; larks 
returned to breed in greater numbers than the previous season (Fig. ?).
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Figure 15-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (7), Rivergate, Port of Portland, breeding season 2008.  The structure marked 

“A” is under construction as of August 2008; the remaining habitat in this field complex will be destroyed by construction 
within two years.



 
 
 
 
Figure 16-  St. John’s Landfill, Multnomah Co., OR, showing the approximate location (white polygon) of the 5 acre deposition of 

dredge material.  Inset is the actual deposition in Oct. 2007; note the dense growth of introduced grasses that covers the 
landfill outside of the deposition, making almost all of the landfill unsuitable as streaked horned lark habitat.
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Figure 17-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (4), McMinnville Airport, breeding season 2007.  Note that territory locations 

are approximate as they were inaccessible to observer’s handheld GPS units.  Dashed yellow line denotes the survey 
transect route.  Fields marked A and B were uniformly covered in 1m tall perennial rye grass.



 
 
 

Figure 18- Location of streaked horned lark territories (73), Corvallis Airport, breeding season 2006.  
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Figure 19- Location of streaked horned lark territories (100), Corvallis Airport, breeding season 2007.  Notice the significantly 

increased (as compared to 2006, Fig. 16) breeding presence in fields marked A-C, the result of agricultural management 
practices that provided improved breeding habitat.

 



 
 

Figure 20-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (78), Corvallis Airport, breeding season 2008.  Notice the decreased (as 
compared to 2007, Fig. 17) breeding presence in the fields to the west and southeast of the main runway, the result of 
successional development of crop grasses that degraded 2007 breeding habitat.
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Figure 21– The effect of crop grass management on Corvallis Airport lark populations.  The area outlined in yellow is perennial rye 

grass planted in 2007 that had matured only patchily by breeding season 2008 (see Fig. ).  All territories to the west of this 
area (A) were confined to seasonally drowned wetland patches because the rye crop in this field established itself much 
more densely and uniformly.  The southeasternmost field (B) also established itself much more densely and uniformly, but 
had no seasonal wetlands to act as habitat islands.
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Figure 22- Location of streaked horned lark territories, Herbert Open Space (1, HOS) and north Corvallis Airport (2, CA), breeding 

seasons 2006-2008.  These 3 territories were present through all 3 seasons.  Yellow dashed line is the approximate northern 
boundary of the Corvallis Airport; the dashed blue line the approximate boundary of Herbert Open Space.



 
 
Figure 23-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (4), Eugene Airport, breeding season 2007.  Note that territory locations are 

approximate as they are behind the airport security fence and inaccessible to our handheld GPS units.



 
 
Figure 24-  Location of streaked horned lark territories (4), Hyslop Field Agricultural Research Station, breeding season 2007.  

Yellow lines denote the facility boundaries.  This facility consists of multiple 6 ac. research plots interspersed among 
gravel access roads.   Larks utilize habitat mainly along the roads and their weedy shoulders, but will include sparsely 
vegetated research plots in their territories.



Surveyed Parcel Number of Streaked Horned Lark Territories 
 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Federal     
Ankeny NWR - 5 1 5 
Baskett Slough NWR - 18 20 21 
Finley NWR - 15 21 22 
Blue Camas WRP - 4 1 1 
Evergreen Mitigation - - 2 4 
MDAC Farms WRP - - 30 75 

     
     

Municipal     
Portland International Airport - 0 0 4 
Rivergate 19 6 14 7 
St. John’s Landfill - - 0 0 
McMinnville Municipal Airport p1 p 4 - 
Salem Municipal Airport 3 3 3 3 
Corvallis Municipal Airport - 75 102 80 
Herbert Open Space - 1 1 1 
Owens Open Space - 0 0 0 
Eugene Airport p p 4 - 
     
State     
Hyslop Field - 3 4 4 

     
Totals 22 130 207 227 

 
1  Denotes reported presence without formal survey 
 
 
Table 1- Number of streaked horned lark territories on select federal, state, and municipal lands in the Willamette Valley, breeding 
seasons 2005-2008.



Surveyed Parcel (sampling pts.) Habitat Structure Variables 
 % bare ground % grass cover % forb cover % vegetation < 5cm tall2 

Without Succession     
     
Federal     
Ankeny NWR (10) 19 81 0 100 
Finley NWR (13) 14 86 0 16 
MDAC Farms WRP 1 (21) 92 8 0 0 

     
Municipal     
Corvallis Municipal Airport 11 (37) 100 0 0 0 
Corvallis Municipal Airport 2 (24) 43 17 40 45 

     
Without Succession Means (SD) 53 (40) 38 (41) 8 (17) 32 (42) 
--------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 With Succession  
     
Federal     
Baskett Slough NWR (23) 45 13 42 64 
Finley NWR (21) 68 30 2 35 
Blue Camas WRP (9) 24 12 74 70 
Evergreen Mitigation (11) 58 25 17 56 
MDAC Farms WRP (15) 23 70 7 98 

     
Municipal     
Rivergate (14) 81 6 13 45 
Corvallis Municipal Airport (21) 78 12 10 70 
Herbert Open Space (10) 58 25 17 46 

     
With Succession Means (SD) 54 (22)  24 (20) 22 (23) 60 (19) 
 
1  Bare ag fields completely devoid of live vegetation; did have minor crop grass chaff which was not counted in vegetation hits. 
2  Percentage of grasses and forbs >5cm.



 
 
Table 2-  Estimates of habitat structure variables for select breeding sites in the Willamette Valley, breeding season 2007.  Values are 
the mean of all sampling points at the site, rounded down to the nearest percentage point.  Measurements reported in the “without 
succession” column are for fields and management units that were occupied season long in 2007, that underwent no succession after 
survey, and that were nearly uniform in composition and structure.  Measurements reported in the “with succession” column are for 
fields and management units that underwent succession after survey, often changing dramatically in cover and structure values over 
the course of the breeding season.  Streaked horned larks were active at these sites when values of these variables were both higher 
and lower than reported here.



Surveyed Population Assessment of Conservation Potential 
 landscape 

context1 

(1-4 pts.) 

potential 
habitat2 

 (1-4  pts.) 

long-term 
availability3 

(1-4 pts.) 

likelihood of 
mgmt.4 

(1-4 pts.) 

score 
 

(16 possible) 
Federal      
Ankeny NWR good excellent excellent excellent 15 
Baskett Slough NWR excellent excellent excellent excellent 16 
Finley NWR good excellent excellent excellent 15 
Blue Camas WRP good minimal good excellent 11 
Evergreen Mitigation medium minimal excellent good 10 
MDAC Farms WRP excellent good good excellent 14 
      
      
Municipal      
Portland International Airport excellent good good excellent 13 
Rivergate good minimal minimal minimal 6 
St. John’s Landfill excellent minimal excellent medium 11 
McMinnville Munic. Airport good medium excellent poor 9 
Salem Municipal Airport good minimal excellent poor 8 
Corvallis Municipal Airport excellent good excellent good 14 
Herbert Open Space excellent minimal excellent medium 11 
Owens Open Space medium medium excellent minimal 9 
Eugene Airport excellent minimal excellent poor 9 
      
State      
Hyslop Field good minimal excellent minimal 9 
      

1  Subjective perception by the author as to the site’s proximity to large expanses of flat, treeless agricultural habitat that strigata 
prefers in the Willamette Valley, and the internal landscape structure of the site itself (e.g., presence of many interspersed tree rows or 
forested riparian areas, etc.) 
2  Minimal = <100 acres, Medium = 100 to 200 acres, Good = 200-400 acres, and Excellent = >400 acres. 
3  Minimal = 0-3 years, Medium = 4-10 years, Good = 11-20 years, and Excellent = >20 years. 
4  Subjective perception by the author based on information gathered during study of, and interaction with the respective 
administrative agencies for these sites. 
 
 
Table 3-  Subjective assessment of the potential of each publicly owned site to contribute to streaked horned 

lark conservation.  Assessment scale for all categories was poor, medium, good, and excellent; scored 1-
4, respectively.  Scores were summed across categories, with higher scores denoting greater potential to 
support a stable, self-sustaining population of streaked horned larks.



Appendix 1- Photographs of Occupied Breeding Habitat, 2007 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure A1-  Field 31, Finley NWR, Benton Co., OR.  The open light colored areas in A and B are inundated in winter and are 

dominated by cudweed (Pseudognaphalium sp.) and bare ground; these were the areas utilized by larks in 2007.  C shows the 
same area 17 days later; note the decreasing but still extensive bare ground.  Similar upland  areas (D, not inundated in winter) 
in the same field are much more densely vegetated and were not used by larks in 2007 or 2008. 

D)  May 18, 2007 

B)  May 1st, 2007 

C)  May 18, 2007 

A)  May 1st, 2007 

 



 

A)  June 23, 2007 B)  June 23, 2007 close-up 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure A2 – Field 12 (A and B), Finley NWR, Benton Co., OR.  Arrows point to sites at which close-up photos were taken.  Photo A 

shows drowned/overgrazed unvegetated “holes”, bordered by areas of sparse vegetation shown close-up in photo B.  The 
field was maintained at this successional stage by herbicide application in 2007, which accounts for the dead appearance of 
the grass.  Approximately 5 streaked horned lark territories were present in this portion of field 12 during breeding season 
2007.

D)  May 5, 2006 C)  May 5, 2006 



 
 

Figure A3-  Runway shoulders, Corvallis Airport, Benton Co., May 2007.  These graveled margins are maintained in this state by 
herbicide application and mowing throughout the growing season, and are occupied annually by 40-50 territorial male 
streaked horned larks as a result.



 
 
Figure A4-  Perennial grass field, Corvallis Airport, Benton Co., 2 June 2007.  This field (~200 acres) was sprayed by a forb-specific 

herbicide a week prior to this photo. The field was occupied by 30+ streaked horned lark territories throughout the breeding 
season; it did not change appreciably in structure after herbicide treatment.  This field was newly colonized by these pairs 
in 2007 as the field was dense and tall perennial grass in the preceding breeding season, suggesting that it is very attractive 
breeding habitat.
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Figure A5-  Perennial grass field, Corvallis Airport, Benton Co., 24 May 2007.  This habitat type (~150 acres) was sprayed by a forb-

specific herbicide ~1 month prior to this photo.  It hosted ~14 streaked horned lark territories throughout the breeding 
season; it did not change appreciably in structure during that time. 



 
 

Figure A6- MDAC Farms, Linn Co., OR, 15 July 2007.  The figure shows burnt perennial crop grass (~150 acres) which was 
colonized by ~15 pairs of streaked horned larks in mid-June 2008.  The area hosted no larks before the early June burn.



 
 

Figure A7- MDAC Farms, Linn Co., OR, 15 July 2007.  The figure shows burnt annual crop grass (~450 acres) which was colonized 
by ~15 pairs of streaked horned larks in mid-June 2008.  The area hosted no larks before the early June burn.



 
 
 
Figure A8-  SW Quad, Portland International Airport, Multnomah Co., OR.  The sandy dredge material is nutrient-poor and 

vegetative cover is accordingly sparse in this habitat.  No larks were detected in this habitat during breeding season 2007, 
but 3 territories were established here in 2008.  



 
 

 
 
Figure A9-  Rivergate, Port of Portland, Multnomah Co., OR.  As in Figure A8, the dredge material is nutrient-poor and vegetative 

cover is accordingly sparse in this habitat.  The field was graded just prior to breeding season 2007, and 14 territorial males 
took advantage of the interrupted succession that year.  This field represents one of the last breeding populations in 
Multnomah Co., and will probably be completely developed by 2010. 
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